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Summary

More than 100 sites were sampled in the piedmont and mountain region of North Carolina in an effort to identify amphibian life history and road characters that correlate with genetic isolation. A significant drought (more than a 14 inch deficit in rainfall) over the study period prevented the collection of sufficient tissue for population genetic analysis. We present a summary of the genetic data collected during the study along with a literature review of road effects on isolation. We also present a technique developed during the study period that can be used to develop a low-cost assessment of the degree of connectivity between populations prior to road construction (and thus a baseline with which to assess changes in functional connectivity after the road is built). Based on the literature, we recommend the installation of a number of mitigating structures when constructing, altering or repairing roads. These include, but are not limited to, the installation of wildlife underpasses every 1-3 km in conjunction with wider roadside verges to reduce the reflective effect of the road on wildlife.
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INTRODUCTION

Roads are an integral part of the economy in the U.S., allowing for the relatively inexpensive transport of goods across the continent. Unlike some other forms of human influence, roads represent a relatively permanent change in the structure of the landscape. Interest in the ecological impacts of such changes has expanded among scientists and transportation planners as the need to mitigate impacts to endangered or threatened species has increased (see NCHRP 2002). Much of the early research on road ecology in the U.S. has emphasized population-level impacts on large mammals, but the effects may be more severe for small vertebrate species where the scale of the road effect zone is large (Forman et al. 1997, Forman 2000) and the spatial scale of perception is relatively small. This interaction of scales can result in strong barrier effects that isolate populations and increase the potential for local extinctions (Gibbs & Shriver 2002).

Barrier effects occur in one of two ways: as a filtering barrier or as a reflective barrier. Species-road interactions that can be described as filtering are those in which there is little or no behavioral avoidance of the roads. The impact of filtering is simply the direct mortality (road kill, desiccation, etc.) associated with road crossing. Reflective interactions are those that are associated with a behavioral avoidance of roads and/or road verges. Such interactions have led to the proposal of a road effect zone that can extend 100m or more beyond the boundaries of the road (Forman et al. 1997, Forman 2000). The relative effect of each barrier type may differ among species, and also between different life stages of a single species (e.g., deMaynadier & Hunter 2000). Additionally, they may be related to the location or the road with respect to topography and vegetation, traffic...
volume, and maintenance procedures on the road (Clevenger et al. 2003, Gibbs 1998b, deMaynadier & Hunter 2000).

What follows is the description of a project intended to describe the details of these interactions through the use of population genetic estimates of movement for amphibian populations throughout the Piedmont region of North Carolina. As a result of the severe drought that persisted over the entire study period the surface activity of target species was severely reduced, while adult and juvenile mortality were likely to be significantly increased in local populations (sensu Pechmann et al. 1991). The description of work completed is followed by a literature review of road effects on small vertebrate species along with a list of general recommendations for mitigating road effects on local amphibian populations, and an article published during the funding period that describes the impacts of human alterations of the landscape (i.e., roads) on landscape connectivity.
CHAPTER ONE:

DESCRIPTION OF WORK COMPLETED
INTRODUCTION

The growth of the highway system in the Piedmont of the eastern United States has created the need to understand and predict the ecological and genetic consequences of this growth. New highway construction frequently bisects wildlife habitats creating a potential barrier to dispersal (gene flow) between the remaining habitat fragments (deMaynadier & Hunter 1999, 2000; Inbar & Mayer 1999; Forman & Alexander 1998; Gibbs 1998a, 1998b, 1998c; Hitchings & Beebee 1997). This increased isolation frequently leads to changes in ecological processes including higher demographic stochasticity resulting in a higher probability of local extinction (Reh & Seitz 1990, Lande 1998, Stoms 2000 and see Stamps et al. 1987). The association of a species’ dispersal ability and fragmentation resistance have been examined on a few occasions (e.g., deVries et al. 1996, Gibbs 1998b) and with conflicting results. However, with the exception of some avian studies (Whitcomb et al. 1981, Hansen & Urban 1992) and a study of the brown apple moth (Gu & Danthanarayana 1992), the importance of life history to fragmentation resistance has been largely ignored. Establishing relationships between genetic isolation due to road fragmentation and aspects of an animal’s life history would improve our understanding of fragmentation effects, allow prediction of the effects of future road construction projects on local populations and allow evaluation of potential mitigation procedures.

MATERIALS & METHODS

STUDY SPECIES

Study species were chosen to determine the predictive power of selected life history characteristics for habitat fragmentation by roads. Species were from three major
amphibian groups: Mole Salamanders (Genus Ambystoma), Lungless Salamanders (Family Plethodontidae), and Chorus Frogs (Genera Acris and Pseudacris). The general life history characters of these taxa are shown in Table 1. Species from within each of these taxa were considered appropriate study species though few individuals were present during the study period.

FIELD COLLECTION METHODS

Over the course of this project two separate study areas were proposed and sampled. The first and most extensively sampled area was within the piedmont region of North Carolina. Within this area 134 sites were identified and sampled for the presence of breeding populations of each study species. These sites were chosen using three procedures. First, a majority of sites were identified using the collections at the North Carolina State Museum of Natural Sciences. The sites chosen for sampling were then a subset of those that were on public lands and were collected within the past 20 years. A second method was to search floodplains on public lands throughout the study region. A number of sites were also chosen at random within Duke Forest and Eno River State Park. The second study area sampled was in the mountain region of North Carolina, primarily within Pisgah National Forest. The Pisgah National Forest office failed to supply permits for collection within the national forest during the study period and therefore collections were restricted to private lands near Moses Cone National Park.

Field sampling occurred from January to November 2000 and again from January to November 2001. Most of the sampling, however, was conducted between May and August of each year. Collection of animals was conducted using both passive and active
methods of sampling. When reliable breeding sites were identified methods included the use of pitfall-driftfence traps (Fig. 2) and coverboards as well as time-constrained searches. Pitfall traps were opened throughout the breeding season and checked a minimum of every two days. Coverboards were checked weekly and time-constrained searches occurred on a single date for each additional site. Time-constrained searches were 60 minute searches of sites in which all large cover objects within an approximately 400 m² area were moved and searched and remaining time was spent searching through the leaf litter. Individuals that were captured were identified to species and transported back to the lab for processing and genetic analysis.

**Geographic Information Systems and Habitat Modeling**

In order to identify populations and evaluate the gene flow between patches habitat models were to be developed based on location data where individuals were captured. By using a Mahalanobis distance statistic the mean vector of environmental conditions where an organism is present can be identified. By using a raster grid each cell can then be assigned a probability for the presence of that species based on a Chi-square distribution. Habitat was to be defined as all cells with greater than or equal to an 80% probability of occurrence.

Such a model was not constructed due to the low number of individuals of each species that were collected during the drought. Alternative models were explored using museum collections and published literature on habitat requirements, especially Wilson (1995). Models from museum collections were quickly abandoned because of the temporal sensitivity of habitat information (see Chapter 4) in modeling requirements.
Models resulting from literature accounts were at too course of a resolution to allow use for identifying individual populations in the landscape. As a result development of these models was also abandoned.

**DEVELOPMENT OF GENETIC ANALYSIS TECHNIQUES**

In anticipation of the genetic analysis of subpopulations from large-scale collections of specimens of several target amphibian and other species from different study sites as outlined in the original proposal, we attempted to resolve as many genetic loci as possible using preliminary sample collections of the target species. While the 2-year drought significantly impacted even our preliminary sampling, we were able to collect a sufficient number of specimens of a variety of amphibia for use in the development of genetic techniques. Sufficient numbers of protein enzyme loci were resolved for the target species to have permitted appropriate measures of genetic distance among the habitat treatments as proposed in the original grant. The amphibian species (sample numbers in brackets) included *Acris crepitans* (37), *Ambystoma opacum* (3), *Desmognathus monticola* (12), *Desmognathus fuscus* (10), and *Eurycea bislineata cirrigera* (9).

Sample specimens were transported from field sites in the piedmont and southern Appalachians in cooled containers and maintained at 10-15°C until sacrificed. Individuals were anesthetized in chlorobutanol before they were measured and sacrificed. Samples of equal portions of body wall musculature and viscera-liver were homogenized in approximately equal volume of grinding buffer (0.1 M Tris, 0.001 M EDTA, and 5 x 10^{-5} M NADP, ph 7.0). Homogenization was carried out by either glass grinding
techniques or a sonifer cell destruction technique. Supernatants of these tissues were extracted by centrifugation at 4°C for 30 min at 12,000 g. Supernatants were then stored in a deep freezer at -80°C.

Two protein electrophoretic resolving media were utilized to find the best resolving medium for a variety of presumptive genetic loci (isoenzymes). The first was a starch medium derived by mixing Electrostarch and Sigma starch in a 3:1 ratio. The second medium was cellulose acetate that is purchased as small plates from ready for use from Helena Laboratories.

Tables 1-6 show a summary of the extensive data representing the attempts at resolving many of the protein loci for future use in the above species. Since most of the loci could be resolved using the less time-consuming cellulose acetate procedure, although it is somewhat more expensive than the starch gel procedure, we had elected to utilize this procedure for the anticipated extensive collections of these target species from our study plots representing the various highway treatments outlined in our original design.

**RESULTS**

As stated in the Introduction the impacts of the drought that persisted throughout the study period and had severe implications for sampling. Pechmann et al. (1991), among others, have demonstrated the effects of drought on both juvenile and adult survivorship. This study was chosen as an example because of its close proximity to the study area. At the Savannah River Ecology Lab (SREL) the authors measured the impact of drought on the survivorship of both juvenile and adult salamanders. The authors found
that when November-March rainfall dropped below 400 mm there was significant mortality among both breeding adults and juveniles. During the study period the precipitation levels during that period were always below 400 mm (376 mm in 2000-01 and 353 mm in 2001-02 (National Weather Service)) and were greatly increased by snowfall events in each year. As a result few individuals were captured across the study area and those that were captured came from localized lowland areas that were the last to dry. Data for streamflow in the Eno River during the period shows a similar pattern of reduced streamflow (Fig. 3) that resulted in the drying of local breeding ponds before metamorphosis could occur (Fig. 4). Similar patterns were reported by other herpetologists in both the coastal plains and piedmont of North Carolina (Jeff Beane personal communications).

As a result of the severe impacts of the drought on our sampling design efforts have been focused on using geographic information systems and simulation modeling to answer similar questions about the nature of landscape barriers. This model is currently under construction and is designed to predict life histories that might be sensitive to barrier placement. The model will not be able to predict the impacts of road type, however. The manuscript that follows (Chapter 4) will serve as the theoretical basis for the eventual prediction of habitat fragmentation sensitivity that is an ongoing investigation in our laboratory.
CHAPTER TWO

ROADS AS BARRIERS TO AMPHIBIAN MOVEMENT:
A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
INTRODUCTION

Roads have become a ubiquitous feature in the modern landscape because of their importance in economic and social development. Study of the ecological effects of roadways has accelerated in recent years as scientists and engineers have sought to mitigate the potential impacts of roads on local floral and faunal populations (e.g., Trombulak & Frissell 2000, NCHRP 2002, Forman et al. 2003). Much of the work has focused on the direct mortality associated with road kills (Lode 2000, Hels & Buchwald 2001) especially bird and mammal populations (Brody & Pelton 1989, Lode 2000). And a variety of mitigation techniques have been proposed, implemented, and evaluated with varying results (Guyot & Clobert 1997, Clevenger & Waltho 2000, Cuperus et al. 2001). It is likely that the variation in success can be attributed to the species-specific nature of responses to the structures meant to facilitate successful road crossings (Clevenger et al. 2001). Ecological success that is economically feasible in mitigating the effects of roads on local populations will require an understanding of underlying processes that have led to the observed patterns of isolation.

Such potentially predictive patterns exist in the way in which roads act as barriers to local movements. In some cases individuals will readily attempt to cross roads and are subjected to some rate of mortality associated with crossing (Clevenger et al. 2001, Gibbs 1998b, Guyot & Clobert 1997, deMaynadier & Hunter 2000, Clarke et al. 1998, Hels & Buchwald 2001). This lack of behavioral avoidance and subsequent mortality causes a barrier that can be referred to as a filtering barrier (deMaynadier & Hunter 2000). In other systems there is evidence that individuals avoid roads altogether and thus few individuals are subject to direct mortality (deMaynadier & Hunter 2000, Baur & Baur 1990, Brody &
Pelton 1989, Hels & Buchwald 2001). The presence of such behavioral avoidance results in what is termed a reflective barrier. Although these responses lie at the extremes of a continuum (Fig. 5) the ecological consequences and strategies for mitigation will differ greatly for each. Our focus here is to describe the nature of roads as barriers and to discuss the ecological consequences of those patterns. The ultimate goal is to provide a cogent analysis of roads as barriers to movement that provides cross-system guidance towards the development of effective mitigation techniques. We will provide an outline of road and landscape characteristics that produce the observed barrier effect. A discussion of life history characters and their influence on the barrier effect will then be followed by a discussion of potential mitigation techniques and suggestions. Although road effects can result in various additional consequences we will focus solely on roads as barriers with special reference to amphibians and other small vertebrates.

**LANDSCAPE EFFECTS: ROAD CHARACTERISTICS & THE ROAD EFFECT ZONE**

The impact of roads in ecosystems can classified as either direct (e.g., mortality from road kill, changes in local temperature, etc.) or indirect (e.g., alteration of habitat quality, barrier to movement, etc.). In general, direct effects are those that tend to create filtering barriers while indirect effects are more likely to cause behavioral avoidance or reflectance. As a result, the characteristics of a road, including methods of maintenance and its context in the landscape, can have an impact on the degree of filtering or reflectance attributed to it.

Roads interact with the surrounding landscape to produce a zone of influence that extends beyond the spatial extent of the road. The presence of physical, chemical and biological alterations in the landscape that extend beyond the road surface have been
described in detail (Forman et al. 1997, Forman 1998, 2000). This road effect zone can extend more than 100 m from the edge of the road itself (see Fig. 2, Forman 2000) and some evidence suggests that it may extend as much as 1.5 km (Carr & Fahrig 2001). Where the zone extends further from the road species may be more likely to exhibit behavioral avoidance.

The context of the road in the landscape can alter the shape and extent of the road effect zone and determine where individuals are most likely to cross. On raised sections of roads, some road effects can be propagated downhill of a road (see Forman et al. 2003). Clevenger et al. (2003) found that there was a lower incidence of roadkill along raised sections of road compared to other sections suggesting a behavioral avoidance of these elevated sections of road. Similarly, the authors found that the incidence of road kills (or a lack of behavioral avoidance) was greatest when vegetative cover occurred near the road edge. Roads that have a larger total distance between adjacent forest edges may, in turn, create a more reflective barrier. Oxley et al. (1974) found that the number of mammals crossing Canadian roads was reduced when the clearance (distance between forested edges) exceeded 19 meters. This effect appeared to be irrespective of body size, road type or traffic density. However, both Spotted (Ambystoma maculatum) and Marbled Salamanders (Ambystoma opacum) will cross large, open areas in order to reach breeding pools but will avoid roads (Gibbs 1998b) suggesting that some other characteristic, like chemical treatment of the road or road verge, may be causing the avoidance. A variety of chemical treatments occur on roads that may alter the behavioral responses of dispersers. An examination of amphibian crossings on two forest roads in Maine demonstrated that the number of crossing movements for Spotted Salamanders,
Blue-Spotted Salamanders (*Ambystoma laterale*), and Red-Spotted Newts were reduced on a 12 m wide road treated with calcium chloride versus an untreated 5 m wide road (deMaynadier & Hunter 2000). Calcium chloride is a common agent used to control dust and erosion but would result in a serious desiccation risk for slow moving amphibians that require moist microclimates.

Additional reflectance can be attributed to the traffic density on a road. High traffic density leads to a great deal of traffic noise in the landscape. This noise is a part of the road effect zone that can alter the distribution of songbirds (Forman et al. 2003) and cause behavioral avoidance by a variety of animal species including black bear (Brody & Pelton 1989), coyote, marten, weasel, hare, and squirrel (Clevenger et al. 2001). Although behavioral avoidance of roads due to traffic noise may be common among birds and mammals, little evidence for such avoidance is present among salamander species. Additionally, there is no direct evidence that anurans avoid traffic noise, but Fahrig et al. (1995) did find reduced calling near roads while Carr & Fahrig (2001) found a negative relationship between leopard frog (*Rana pipiens*) density and traffic density within 1.5 km of high traffic roads.

Despite the potential for reflectance in the road effect zone individuals that reach the road are then subject to direct mortality risks. The primary risk of road crossing is generally thought to be automobile traffic that seems to serve as the final filter to dispersers. The density of traffic on the road then determines the mortality risk, or pore size, of the filter. In fact, Lode (2000) found that mortality increases exponentially as traffic density increases. Some direct estimates suggest that mortality due to road traffic is high among the amphibia. Heine (1987 as cited in Fahrig et al. 1995) estimated that 26
cars per hour was enough to reduce the survivorship of crossing toads to 0%, while Wymann (1991) estimates the mortality of red-spotted newts and redback salamanders crossing a paved rural road at 50-100%.

**Organism Effects: Scale of Perception, Sensitivity and Life History**

Ultimately, the aspects of landscape structure described above serve as the template that interacts with a species’ perception and behavior to create what we observe as a variably permeable road effect zone in the landscape. When dispersing individuals encounter the road effect zone in the landscape it is the interplay between the characteristics of the road effect zone, the individual’s scale of perception and its sensitivity to the landscape alterations that determine the ultimate effect of the barrier. As a result, the barrier effect depends on the specific characteristics of both the road effect zone and the dispersing organism.

Tradeoffs are common in the evolution of life histories and such tradeoffs ultimately affect the scale and magnitude of gene flow, and thus landscape connectivity. Gene flow is a result of an organism’s dispersal ability (vagility) interacting with environmental cues and constraints in the landscape. The most common tradeoffs are between increased energy towards reproduction (and thus population growth locally) or towards dispersal ability. Organisms that have good dispersal abilities often have lower individual fecundities (Frank 1996, Roff & Fairbairn 1991). The physiological mechanism for this tradeoff has even been demonstrated directly in one species of cricket (Zhao & Zera 2002). Because there is risk associated with dispersal and the tradeoff is between energy for local reproduction versus dispersal, local conditions must favor leaving the patch in order for dispersal to persist as an evolutionarily stable strategy. The
presence of temporal variability in habitat quality locally is sufficient to favor dispersal as an evolutionary stable strategy in the landscape (Schmidt et al. 2000) and such temporal variation is ubiquitous in all landscapes (see Chapter 4).

While the dispersal ability and number of dispersers provide the raw materials of gene flow, the sensitivity of individual species to landscape structure determines the eventual patterns of gene flow in the landscape. The sensitivity of an organism to landscape features such as the road effect zone is related to the strength of the behavioral response to that feature. Ultimately, an organism’s sensitivity to the road effect zone may be related to how long an individual would be in it (mode of locomotion, speed of movement) and the perceived cost of exposure to it (risk of direct mortality). Thus, the most sensitive species are likely to be those that move slowly on the ground and have strict environmental tolerances, such as amphibians.

Among amphibians, frogs and mole salamanders seem to be less likely to see roads as behavioral barriers than do lungless salamanders and newts. Frogs and ambystomatid salamanders have generally been found to traverse both paved (Clevenger et al. 2001, 2003, Hels & Buchwald 2001, Gibbs 1998b) and gravel roads (deMaynadier & Hunter 2000) more often than lungless salamanders and newts (deMaynadier & Hunter 2000, Gibbs 1998b, Hels & Buchwald 2001). Differences between groups can likely be attributed to differences in life history strategies. General life history differences between the taxa are illustrated in Table 2.

In an examination of the behavioral responses of several amphibian species to forest logging roads deMaynadier & Hunter (2000) found that while frogs would cross the gravel roads most salamanders avoided them. In particular, Ambystomatid
salamanders would cross the more narrow, untreated gravel roads and would avoid the wider, treated roads. Other species, including newts, would avoid roads entirely. Gibbs (1998b) found that species of Ambystomatid salamanders would cross large, open areas in order to reach breeding sites but displayed a behavioral avoidance of forest-road edges. The authors also found that pickerel frogs did not display an avoidance of forest edges but did prefer intermittent streambeds. These findings suggest that species of mass breeding amphibians (i.e., mole salamanders and frogs) may be more likely to traverse open areas, including roads, more than species with smaller clutches. The conflicting results with regard to ambystomatid salamanders may result from traffic mortality (sensu Gibbs 1998b) or an avoidance of the desiccating agent calcium chloride (sensu deMaynadier & Hunter 2000). Species of frogs may be able to traverse the same roads simply because of more rapid movement and a higher tolerance of desiccation.

At least some forest-specialists may also see the openness of the road verge is sufficient to create a reflective barrier to movement. Gibbs (1998b) and deMaynadier & Hunter (2000) both found that red-spotted newt (Notophthalmus viridescens) individuals avoid forest edges entirely, regardless of the presence or absence of a road. Hels & Buchwald (2001) also noted an avoidance of roads by forest-specialists. Such an avoidance may be directly due to the scale of perception of an organism – or the ability of the organism to assess the quality of habitat at some distance.

The scale of perception of an organism may be among the most critical characteristics to understanding the ultimate impact of roads on dispersal. Species that can perceive the road or a change in habitat quality as a result of the road (road effect zone) at greater distances have a greater potential to alter their behaviors. Simultaneously,
a large scale of perception may allow an individual to perceive habitat quality beyond the
barrier as well, thus motivating it to cross the barrier. Though it is difficult to assess (and
depends on the character of what is being perceived, e.g., sound, chemical alteration,
open canopy, etc.) there is some data that suggests an importance of body size to
perception.

For amphibians the temporal nature of movements may also play a role in the
impact of roads to dispersal. Mass breeding amphibian species typically have a stage of
juvenile dispersal to the more terrestrial adult habitat. Such mass movements are often
associated with nighttime rainfall events (Clevenger et al. 2003), and are therefore
somewhat predictable events. Where amphibians are common members of the ecological
community they are also common among the road-killed fauna and many anecdotal
accounts of mortality during these mass breeding movements exist (e.g., Clevenger et al.
2001b). In light of the potentially lower reflectance of roads to mass breeding species as
opposed to less explosive breeders mitigation needs might be more temporally
constrained.
CHAPTER THREE

Mitigation Techniques & Recommendations
Mitigation Techniques & Recommendations

Although the suite of road effects on local populations have been described (Trombulak & Frissell 2000, NCHRP 2002, Forman 2003) and mitigation techniques for barrier effects examined (e.g., Clevenger & Waltho 2000) underlying patterns of response across taxa have not been examined. We have described the nature of roads as reflective and filtering barriers to amphibian dispersal in the landscape and described patterns evident from the literature. When discussing roads as barriers, however, we will consider mitigation of reflectance separate from the mitigation of filtering effects.

As we described in the preceding sections, the realized impacts of the barrier effect due to roads differs based on the degree or reflectance of the road. Although the filtering effects of roads (road kills) have been examined more extensively the reflectance of a road is likely more critical to population structure locally and regionally. Especially among amphibians species where the filtering effect is likely to be restricted to species with already high juvenile mortality rates. Although amphibian species that rely on lower rates of dispersal may exhibit a greater degree of genetic substructure in the landscape the additional barrier effect of roads (especially reflecting effects) may prevent critical aspects of regional persistence. By increasing the isolation of patches in these taxa roads prevent the recolonization of locally extinct patches and prevent the use of sink habitats to ‘store’ offspring during good years (Schmidt et al. 2000).

Although filtering effects are likely to have different ecological consequences than reflectance the impacts can be severe locally. Because dispersal is more likely to occur in large numbers and over short periods of time in populations of explosive breeders the number of road kills is usually very large (e.g., Clevenger et al. 2000b) and
can impose a significant mortality risk on juveniles. The result can be local declines and extinctions in populations where traffic density is sufficient to cause a large filtering effect. These findings lead us to the recommendations found in Table A below.

Table A. A list of specific recommendations for mitigation of isolation caused by North Carolina roads. Techniques for reducing reflectance are intended to reduce behavioral avoidance and must be associated with mitigation for filtration as well.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Barrier Type</th>
<th>Specific Alteration</th>
<th>Mitigation Technique(s)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reflective Barrier</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Increased noise</td>
<td>- reduce the number of raised road sections</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- maintain areas of more narrow road verges every 1-3 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Wide Road Verge</td>
<td>Open Canopy Creation of Sink Habitats</td>
<td>- maintain areas of more narrow road verges every 1-3 Km</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Chemical Treatment</td>
<td>Widening of verge</td>
<td>- see above</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Creation of more desiccating environment</td>
<td>- Maintain areas nearby narrower road verges untreated &amp; create a more discriminate policy towards chemical treatments.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Filtering Barrier</strong></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Traffic</td>
<td>Exponential increase in mortality risk.</td>
<td>- Provide an array of sizes of culverts and 'underpass' crossing structures every 1-3 Km (near narrow verges).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>- Installation of fences and crossing structures nearby known breeding sites.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
CHAPTER FOUR

A SCALAR ANALYSIS OF LANDSCAPE CONNECTIVITY
BY CHRISTOPHER BROOKS, 2003 OIKOS
Introduction

Landscape connectivity, the degree to which a landscape facilitates or impedes the movement of individuals (Taylor et al. 1993), is a critical property in the persistence of spatially structured populations (Metzger & Décamps 1997). Because connectivity depends on both the spatial structure of the landscape and how individuals interact with that spatial structure (Wiens et al. 1997) it is both a landscape- and species-specific characteristic. While models based on percolation theory have been used extensively to examine connectivity (e.g., Gardner & O’Neill 1991, With 1997, With & King 1997, 1999) empirical studies have focused on patterns of movement based on microcosm experiments (e.g., deVries et al. 1996, Wiens et al. 1997, Golden & Crist 2000) that may be difficult to extrapolate to larger scales (Wiens 1997).

Landscape connectivity can be described as consisting of a structural component, which describes the shape, size, and location of features in the landscape; and a biological component, which consists of both the response of individuals to landscape features (behavior) and the patterns of gene flow that result from those individual responses. Traditional measures of connectivity in landscape ecology have focused on structural components such as nearest-neighbor distances, patch area, edge to area ratio, etc. (sensu O’Neill et al. 1988, Turner 1989). In population ecology, connectivity is typically measured with biological criteria, including mark-recapture and measures of genetic structure (e.g., Korona 1991, Giles & Goudet 1997). Studies that have attempted to relate dispersal movements to landscape structure have typically been based in one of three basic designs. Those based on microcosm experiments (e.g., Wiens et al. 1997), have attempted to scale individual behavior in response to landscape features up to population-
level responses. Data from such experiments are difficult to extrapolate across scales due to non-linear responses to heterogeneity (see Ludwig et al. 2000, Figure 3). Spatially explicit population models (e.g., With & Crist 1996) are necessarily complex and may not be good predictors beyond a single level of spatio-temporal resolution (Conroy et al., 1995). Empirical studies of connectivity have focused primarily on highly vagile species like birds and mammals (see Andrén 1994) and the potential utility of corridors (e.g., Haddad 1999a, 1999b, Ims & Andreassen 1999). However, measures of landscape connectivity that can be compared across systems and that have an intuitive biological interpretation have not emerged (see Tischendorf & Fahrig 2000a, b). I argue that such an index of connectivity can emerge only from the explicit comparison of the temporal and spatial scales of the structural and biological components of connectivity.

In this paper I explore the potential for an analysis of scale to explain the observed inconsistencies in isolation effects across systems. I first review the current methods for quantifying both structural and biological components of landscape connectivity and introduce methods for quantifying the scales of both landscape structure and gene flow. I discuss the concept of the Unit Pattern (Watt 1947) and its potential utility as a conceptual framework for a scalar analysis of landscape connectivity. Finally, I present some specific predictions that emerge from the analysis and some potential avenues for testing those predictions.

**Structural Connectivity**

Numerous methods have been devised to describe the spatial structure in landscapes (see O’Neill et al. 1988, Turner et al. 1991 for reviews). Among these are
measures used to quantify the connectivity of habitat patches in the landscape such as patch cohesion (Schumaker 1996), proximity index (Whitcomb et al. 1981), average nearest-neighbor distance, and fractal dimension (O’Neill et al. 1988). Each index describes an aspect of the spatial configuration of habitat (and is therefore not completely biologically neutral) but lacks information as to its ecological importance to specific populations. Although new measures of structural connectivity are being developed (e.g., Jaeger 2000), there remains no index that allows cross system or landscape comparisons (Davidson 1998).

Empirical studies of structural influences have focused on the utility of corridors (Andreassen et al. 1996a, 1996b; Hjermann & Ims 1996; Andreassen et al. 1998; Haddad 1999a, b; Haddad & Baum 1999; Haddad et al. 2000), and the effect of edges on emigration rates (Stamps et al. 1987), species richness (Golden & Crist 2000), and abundance (Gibbs 1998a, 1998b; Demaynadier & Hunter 1998). Although examining the effects of landscape structure on individual behavior patterns may provide a more complete picture of metapopulation structure (Wiens et al. 1997), the difficulty in collecting data would make the assessment of even a handful of species impractical. A more efficient approach may be to relate the scale of landscape structure to cumulative measures of the scale of individual responses.

*Measuring the Scale of Landscape Structure*

The structural scale of landscape connectivity can be assessed through a combination of graph theory (Harary 1969), percolation theory (Stauffer & Aharony 1985) and GIS technology. Percolation theory is the study of connectivity in
stochastically generated structures (Stauffer and Aharony 1985), and has been the basis of neutral models in landscape ecology (Gardner et al. 1987). Neutral landscape models predict a non-linear, threshold response of a landscape to habitat fragmentation (Gardner & O’Neill 1991, With 1997, With & King 1997). Above the threshold, habitat destruction simply results in a loss of suitable habitat, but at the threshold even small losses of habitat result in the rapid breakup of the landscape into disconnected clusters (With & King 1999). Percolation-based models also predict threshold responses of species and communities to changes in habitat structure (With & Crist 1995, Metzger & Decamps 1997, With & King 1999).

Percolation theory is related to graph theory through bond percolation, a special case of percolation (Keitt et al. 1997). Graphs are commonly used to maximize connectivity in road, telephone, and computer networks (Gross & Yellen 1999). These graphs are composed of points (nodes) and lines (edges) that are used to represent patches and connections between them, respectively. Both edges and nodes can be given weights that can represent structural characteristics such as nearest-neighbor distance or biological characteristics such as the cost of moving between patches (sensu Bunn et al. 2000).

By utilizing bond percolation in conjunction with the graphical representation of a landscape Keitt et al. (1997) developed an edge thresholding technique that can be used to quantify the scale of landscape structure. Edge thresholding involves the creation of a graph with nearest-neighbor distance as edge weights. The method involves varying the maximum value for the edge weight (nearest-neighbor distance) between any pair of connected nodes (habitat patches) in a stepwise manner and calculating the average size
of connected clusters at each iteration (a measure of structural connectivity). The percolation threshold or scale of structural connectivity can be determined for a species in a given landscape by plotting the average size of connected clusters vs. each iteration of edge threshold and determining the inflexion point of the curve (Fig. 1) (see Keitt et al. 1997, Bunn et al. 2000). The distance value for that inflexion point can then be interpreted as the scale of structural connectivity for that species in that landscape. Although the structural scale is, itself, species-specific (because of the classification of habitat) the structural scale of habitat alone provides little information as to how a species interacts with the landscape. Recognition that each species will respond differently to the spatial structure (e.g., Lehmkuhl & Ruggiero 1991) makes the integrated interpretation of both structural and biological components of connectivity necessary.

**BIOLOGICAL (GENETIC) CONNECTIVITY**

Biological connectivity involves the actual movement of individuals and their genes between populations in the landscape. Taylor et al. (1993) suggested that measures of the probability of movement between patches be used to quantify connectivity. Fahrig & Paloheimo (1988) and Heinen & Merriam (1990) each utilized these measures in simulation models but accurate field estimates of interpatch movements are difficult, and typically impractical to obtain in empirical studies. Tischendorf & Fahrig (2000a) suggest that fine-scale responses to landscape features are required to measure connectivity. Such an effort would be intractable in empirical studies. A more appropriate measure of actual connectivity might be gene flow in the landscape. Gene flow provides a cumulative
estimate of movement between patches of suitable habitat that includes connectivity-related responses of individuals to landscape structure.

*Measuring the Scale of Gene Flow*

One method for the analysis of spatial scale in gene flow data is the use of autocorrelation analysis. Autocorrelation analysis has been used extensively to examine pollination within plant populations (e.g., Chung & Chung 1999a, 1999b; Chung & Park 2000; Chung et al. 2000; Mizyazaki & Isagi 2000). But these studies have typically focused on gene flow within patches and use single loci or alleles to measure the scale of gene flow. The use of autocorrelation analysis on individual alleles or loci is subject to the effects of mutation and drift and may, therefore, produce erroneous measurements of scale (Chung et al. 2000).

A Mantel test provides a test of significant autocorrelation between two matrices of dissimilarity or distance (Sokal & Rolf 1994). By calculating Nei’s (1972) genetic distance for each pair of populations and by measuring the actual distance between them we can produce matrices for genetic and geographic distances. Such a measure avoids the potential bias associated with single allele or locus measures of autocorrelation and provides a more robust measure of the scale of gene flow. A Mantel correlogram (Legendre & Fortin 1989) can subsequently be used to explore the scale of autocorrelation between geographic and genetic distances. Using this technique we can then interpret the scale(s) at which autocorrelation breaks down as the scale of gene flow in a landscape.
LANDSCAPE CONNECTIVITY AND THE UNIT PATTERN

Heterogeneity has likely existed in the landscape throughout the evolution of the species we observe today. Such temporal and spatial variation in habitat quality can alter dispersal rates (Fretwell & Lucas 1970, Johnson & Gaines 1990, Lidicker & Stenseth 1992, McPeek & Holt 1992, Boulinier & Lemel 1996, Lemel et al. 1997, Paradis 1998) and have profound effects on dispersal dynamics and habitat selection (Burger 1982, Boulinier 1996). As a result, the spatial scale of that heterogeneity has likely resulted in a spatial scale of gene flow that maintains connectivity between habitat patches. Spatial scale is the more relevant measure (as opposed to measures of spatial arrangement) because processes such as succession and disturbance cause shifts in the spatial arrangement of landscape features through time. It is the alteration of the temporal scale of disturbance, or the addition of new disturbances that often results in the isolation of populations.

Concern over isolation effects (see Saunders et al. 1991 for review) has provided the impetus for studies of connectivity in landscapes, specifically in the utility of direct connections such as corridors (e.g., Andreassen et al. 1996a, 1996b; Hjermann & Ims 1996; Andreassen et al. 1998; Haddad 1999a, 1999b; Haddad et al. 2000; Haddad & Baum 1999). Tischendorf & Fahrig (2000a) review the use of “landscape connectivity” in 33 studies and found that few studies adhered to the duality in the definition of landscape connectivity. Tischendorf & Fahrig (2000a) argue that in order to include both structural and biological components of landscape connectivity, both fine scale responses of individuals to landscape features and the configuration of those features in the landscape must be determined explicitly. The authors suggest that connectivity be measured based
on immigration rates into equally sized areas to prevent the conclusion that fragmentation increases connectivity. Such a measurement of connectivity in empirical studies would quickly become intractable for large landscapes or for more than one species.

Measurement of gene flow between patches of suitable habitat can provide estimates of immigration that account for individual responses to heterogeneity and focus on rates of inter-patch movement.

**THE UNIT PATTERN AND THE SCALE OF GENE FLOW**

In order to compare structural and biological measures of connectivity we must first have a framework in which to view the interaction of processes in time and space. The unit pattern, proposed by Watt (1947), provides such a framework. The unit pattern is the scale, or window size, at which each seral stage of a forest community is represented. According to Watt, although their arrangement in space may shift, each seral stage is represented in the unit pattern in an amount proportional to the time spent in that stage. Habitat for a species, because it is, in part, determined by the spatial arrangement of successional stages, would also be present in constant (or nearly constant) amounts, while its location would shift through time. The result is the evolution of dispersal strategies that respond to the scale (both spatial and temporal) of structure of habitat in the landscape. Rates of dispersal are not neutral characters (Travis & Dytham 1998) and the evolutionarily stable strategy (ESS) for dispersal in spatially-explicit models is the strategy that results in spatially homogeneous fitness levels (McPeek & Holt 1992, Lemel et al. 1997). As a result dispersal strategies should evolve at the same (or larger) spatial scale as the structural scale of habitat in the landscape.
Anthropogenic disturbances that fragment habitat and alter the structural scale of that habitat in the landscape (Doak et al. 1992) do so by producing a series of more isolated segments of habitat in the landscape (Jaeger 2000). Such a change in the structural scale of habitat would likely occur on a time scale too rapid to allow a response in gene flow. As a result, gene flow in the landscape would be constricted. Because of the larger temporal scale of measures of gene flow (e.g., allozyme, minisatellite, etc.) changes in the measurement of the scale of gene flow in response to the changes in landscape structure would also occur more slowly allowing identification of potentially fragmented populations. Using the unit pattern as a framework we can integrate the methods for measuring the scale of gene flow (Mantel correlograms) and habitat structure (edge thresholding) to examine the landscape- and population-specific potential for future isolation effects in a species.

*Interpreting Patterns*

Edge thresholding is based on remotely sensed images, so habitat is defined based on a ‘snapshot’ in time. Measurement of the scale of gene flow, in contrast, encompasses a much larger time scale than does edge thresholding (the exact scale depends on the organizational level of variability being analyzed – allozyme or DNA). Measures of variability in population genetic structure account for the accumulated genetic variance from a variety of processes (e.g., selection, drift, and gene flow) over several generations. Because of the difference in the temporal scale of gene flow and habitat structure we must consider both current and historical landscape structure when comparing and interpreting differences in their spatial scales.
In order to interpret any newly devised hypothesis it is important to examine your expectations under ‘neutral’ or ‘null’ conditions. Here it would be appropriate to determine our expectations for an undisturbed landscape, a landscape devoid of any anthropogenic influence. When analyzing an undisturbed landscape we assume that the life histories of each species have evolved in the context of the unit pattern. Because of the spatial and temporal variability in landscape heterogeneity we would expect the spatial scale of gene flow for each species \( (t) \) to be equal to or larger than the scale of habitat structure \( (\mu_{crit}) \) in the landscape \( (t \geq \mu_{crit} \text{ in Fig. 1}) \). Temporal and spatial variability in landscape heterogeneity favors non-null rates of dispersal between populations (Kuno 1981) that are, themselves, variable in space and time (Lemel et al. 1997). Although individuals that disperse may suffer survivorship costs during dispersal and future reproductive costs (see Belichon et al. 1996), dispersal is only selected when there is an overall gain in fitness (Lemel et al. 1997). In undisturbed landscapes differences between the temporal scales of gene flow and landscape structure are relatively unimportant to interpretation. In undisturbed landscapes, the scale of gene flow ‘fits’ the scale of habitat structure in the landscape (which is essentially constant) and so the point in time at which we measure structural scale is unimportant. However, it is the difference in the temporal scales at which gene flow and habitat structure act that is the focus of the analysis in real landscapes.

In real landscapes any measurement of the scale of gene flow or habitat structure would result in one of two possible outcomes: either the scale of gene flow is greater than the scale of habitat structure or it is less than the scale of habitat structure. If the spatial scale of gene flow is larger than (or equal to) the scale of habitat structure (if \( t = \mu_{crit} \text{ in} \)

Fig. 1), then the scale of gene flow in the historical landscape was either larger than the historical scale of structure in the unit pattern, or that population has had sufficient time to recover from any isolation effects. If the observed patterns are due to historical patterns of gene flow and habitat structure (\( \mu'_{\text{crit}} = t > \mu_{\text{crit}} \) in Fig. 1), then the potential for isolation effects exist (if those populations are responding to a scale of heterogeneity larger than the measured scale of habitat structure). The second possible outcome would be for the scale of gene flow to be less than the scale of habitat structure in the landscape (\( t << \mu'_{\text{crit}} \) in Fig. 1). In this case it is likely that the focal species has yet to respond to changes in the scale of habitat structure. Species that show this pattern would be expected to be the most susceptible to isolation effects in the future.

**Model Predictions**

By examining patterns of landscape connectivity through explicit treatment of scale some testable predictions about the relationship between habitat structure and gene flow emerge. If temporal and spatial heterogeneity in the landscape cause selection for positive rates of dispersal (Kuno 1981) then they must also result in a scale of dispersal that is non-zero as well. To date there has been no empirical evidence or simulation studies that have examined the evolution of the scale or spatial extent of dispersal in a landscape. In the context of the unit pattern of Watt (1947) the spatial scale of gene flow is predicted to be comparable or larger than the structural scale of heterogeneity in the landscape. Likewise, landscape fragmentation is predicted to disproportionately affect species for which the scale of gene flow is closest to the scale of landscape structure (i.e., those for which \( t \approx \mu_{\text{crit}} \)).
A test of these predictions could consist of the acquisition of habitat and genetic data for a range of species in landscapes with low levels of human disturbance. Determining the scale of gene flow for each species and comparing that scale to the structural scale of habitat would allow an analysis of the relationship between $t$ and $\mu_{\text{crit}}$ for each. If $t$ is equal to or significantly greater than $\mu_{\text{crit}}$, support for the hypothesis is provided. Small, isolated populations may also experience a further reduction in the scale of gene flow through genetic drift and inbreeding, enhancing the observed differences between $t$ and $\mu_{\text{crit}}$. If species could be found in both fragmented and unfragmented landscapes then the analysis could be conducted as a comparison.

Another prediction is that species with a scale of gene flow smaller than the scale of landscape structure would be more susceptible to isolation effects such as a loss of genetic variability. In order to test this prediction, population characteristics such as variance in population size, genetic variability, and other variables associated with the potential effects of isolation could be examined for a single species in several landscapes differing in the time since isolation. In each landscape the difference between the scale of landscape structure and gene flow could be compared to potential effects of isolation to evaluate the prediction.

Simulation models could also be devised to evaluate the robustness of each of these predictions. Expansion of models that examine the interaction of temporal and spatial scales in the evolution of dispersal (e.g., Boulinier & Lemel 1996; Paradis 1998) to include the spatial scale of gene flow could be especially informative. Observing the development of the spatial scale of gene flow in undisturbed landscapes and changes in
the spatial scale of gene flow due to subsequent alteration of habitat structure in such models could provide qualitative tests of the predictions.

**Perspective**

Wiens (1997) recognized that the synthesis of metapopulation study and landscape ecology had been slow to occur, in part due to the lack of theory dealing with spatial patterning in landscape ecology. This paper represents an attempt to integrate explicit measures of scale with existing ecological knowledge in order to develop a theoretical framework for the ecological interpretation of observed spatial patterns.

Nekola & White (1999) developed a comparable synthesis of spatial changes community similarity, called the distance-decay of similarity, in spruce-fir forests of North America. In analyzing data from more than 800 plots they found that the rate of change of distance-decay of similarity was negatively related to a species’ dispersal ability and positively related to the geographic isolation of plots. Advancement of theoretical development in landscape ecology depends on the development of testable hypotheses and predictions of pattern and process.

The explicit treatment and interpretation of scalar effects on ecological patterns and processes is in its infancy. But the issue of addressing pattern and scale is among the central issues of ecology (Levin 1992). Analysis of how temporal and spatial scales interact to produce observed patterns may provide the key to understanding the ecological significance of pattern and scale. In addressing this challenge unique approaches must be developed that enhance our understanding of ecological dynamics and the influence of human disturbance on ecological pattern and process.
Table 1. General life history differences between selected amphibian taxa that may be related to habitat fragmentation sensitivity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Taxonomic Group</th>
<th>Explosive Breeder</th>
<th>Aquatic Larvae</th>
<th>Desiccation Sensitivity</th>
<th>Clutch Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Ambystoma salamanders</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>LARGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Desmognathine salamanders</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Acris &amp; Pseudacris frogs</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>Y</td>
<td>LOW</td>
<td>LARGE</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Plethodontine salamanders</td>
<td>N</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>HIGH</td>
<td>SMALL</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 2. Protein enzyme loci resolved for *Acris crepitans*. Data include the enzyme locus, the medium used (S for starch, C for cellulose acetate), the tray buffer, and whether the locus was polymorphic (P) or monomorphic (M).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Tray Buffer</th>
<th>Genetic Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP (la)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Lithium Hydroxide</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (lgg)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (pp)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.015M Tris EDTA Borate MgCl₂</td>
<td>Locus A - P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>Locus B - M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.02M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.02M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Lithium Hydroxide</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GOT</td>
<td>S</td>
<td>Tris-Citrate pH 8.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
**Table 3.** Protein enzyme loci resolved for *Ambystoma opacum*. Data include the enzyme locus, the medium used (S for starch, C for cellulose acetate), the tray buffer, and whether the locus was polymorphic (P) or monomorphic (M).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Tray Buffer</th>
<th>Genetic Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP (la)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (lgg)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (pp)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3PDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.05M Tris Maleate pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 4. Protein enzyme loci resolved for *Desmognathus monticola*. Data include the enzyme locus, the medium used (S for starch, C for cellulose acetate), the tray buffer, and whether the locus was polymorphic (P) or monomorphic (M).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Tray Buffer</th>
<th>Genetic Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP (la)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TEMB pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (lgg)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (pp)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TEMB pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TEMB pH 7.8</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GA3PDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G3PDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TEMB pH 7.8</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUMH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>GLCDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>TEMB pH 7.8</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Table 5. Protein enzyme loci resolved for *Eurycea bislineata cirrigera*. Data include the enzyme locus, the medium used (S for starch, C for cellulose acetate), the tray buffer, and whether the locus was polymorphic (P) or monomorphic (M).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Tray Buffer</th>
<th>Genetic Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP (la)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (lgg)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AK</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAT</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6PDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGI</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>IDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 6. Protein enzyme loci resolved for *Desmognathus fuscus*. Data include
the enzyme locus, the medium used (S for starch, C for cellulose acetate),
the tray buffer, and whether the locus was polymorphic (P) or monomorphic (M).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Locus</th>
<th>Medium</th>
<th>Tray Buffer</th>
<th>Genetic Properties</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>AP (lgg)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AP (pp)</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAT</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGDH</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PGM</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>AAT</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>LDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>FUMH</td>
<td></td>
<td>Tris-Glycine pH 8.5</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>G6PDH</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>MDH</td>
<td></td>
<td>0.0116M Phosphate pH 7.0</td>
<td>M</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ME</td>
<td>C</td>
<td>0.01M Citrate Phosphate pH 6.4</td>
<td>P</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 1.** Map of the sampling sites throughout the piedmont region of North Carolina.
HWY-2001-14

Map of the 134 study sites sampled.
Figure 2. Photographs of the primary passive sampling method, pitfall-driftfence traps. The insets show the traps along the fence – one with a captured *Ambystoma maculatum*.
Figure 3. Streamflow data for the Eno River, Durham, North Carolina from January 2001 to May 2002. Circular markers denote the occurrence of a daily record low flow during the month.
Figure 4. Photos from two breeding ponds in the study area. A. photo of a temporary pond in the Eno River State Park taken January 2001. Note the egg masses present in the pond. B. Photo from a temporary pond in Duke Forest taken March 2001. Arrows show the presence of desiccated egg masses due to drought conditions.
Figure 5. Illustration of the continuum of barrier effect from filtration to reflectance. Note that the degree of filtration will also occur along the continuum for species that display no behavioral avoidance.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Small, unpaved, untreated, low traffic volume</th>
<th>Wide, paved, treated, high traffic volume, wide verge</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

Increasing Reflectance
Figure 6. Example of edge thresholding analysis in which the scale of gene flow can be compared to the structural scale of habitat. Habitat is connected for organisms that have gene flow scales greater than the structural scale of habitat. Notice that anthropogenic fragmentation alters the scale of habitat structure such that organisms for which habitat was connected before fragmentation may now suffer effects of isolation.
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